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ABSTRACT
CCTG tetranucleotide repeat expansion is
associated with a hereditary neurological disease
called myotonic dystrophy type 2 (DM2). The
underlying reasons that lead to genetic instability
and thus repeat expansion during DNA replication
remains elusive. Here, we have shown CCTG
repeats have a high propensity to form metastable
hairpin and dumbbell structures using high-
resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy. When the repeat length is equal to three, a
hairpin with a two-residue CT loop is formed. In
addition to the hairpin, a dumbbell structure with
two CT-loops is formed when the repeat length is
equal to four. Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and
chemical shift data reveal both the hairpin and
dumbbell structures contain a flexible stem
comprising a C-bulge and a T·T mismatch. With
the aid of single-site mutation samples, NMR
results show these peculiar structures undergo
dynamic conformational exchange. In addition to
the intrinsic flexibility in the stem region of these
structures, the exchange process also serves as
an origin of genetic instability that leads to repeat
expansion during DNA replication. The structural
features provide important drug target information
for developing therapeutics to inhibit the expansion
process and thus the onset of DM2.
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 30 hereditary disorders in human have
been found to be caused by the expansion of unstable
DNA repeating sequences (1). Among them, myotonic
dystrophy (DM) is the most common muscular dystrophy
in adults, and is characterized by hyperexcitability of
skeletal muscle (myotonia) and muscle degeneration
(myopathy), a conduction defect in cardiac muscle cells
and cataracts (2,3). There are two major types of DM,
namely, myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) and
myotonic dystrophy type 2 (DM2). DM1 is induced by
the unstable trinucleotide CTG repeat expansion in the
DMPK gene (4,5), whereas DM2 is related to
tetranucleotide CCTG repeat expansion in the ﬁrst
intron of the ZNF9 gene (3). Both DM1 and DM2 are
caused by the expanded repeats transcribed into RNA but
not translated into protein (6), with the pathogenic effect
of the RNA transcribed from the expanded allele contain-
ing the long tracts of (CUG)n and (CCUG)n repeats, re-
spectively (7,8).
Although the clinical myotonia in DM2 is usually
milder and less pathognomonic than in DM1 (9,10),
CCTG expansion can be much larger than that of CTG.
In fact, CCTG expansion is by far the largest expansion
observed (11), with alleles ranging in size from  75 to
11000 repeats (9,12), whereas CTG expansion only
involves 50–2000 repeats. Earlier biochemical studies
have suggested CCTG repeats lack the capacity to adopt
a deﬁned base-paired hairpin structure, contrary to the
complementary CAGG repeats (13,14). Nevertheless,
recent gel mobility and genetic assays have shown that
both CCTG and CAGG repeats can form slipped-strand
structures (11,15). Yet, no detailed features of the hairpin
or slipped-strand structures have been reported. In
addition, the underlying reasons for how these repeats
can contribute to genetic instability and cause such
highly variable and multifaceted diseases are still unre-
solved (16,17).
Despite all DNA repeating sequences known to
undergo expansions and lead to human neurological
diseases can form one or several alternative conformations
such as hairpin, slipped-strand triplex, quadruplex or
unwound DNA structures (18), structural studies using,
for example, X-ray crystallographic or NMR solution
methods are not always successful. For X-ray crystallo-
graphic studies, the growth of diffraction-quality crystals
has been limited by the intrinsic ﬂexibility of these repeat-
ing sequences. For NMR solution structure studies, the
difﬁculties come from the severe signal overlap due to
the repetitive nature of repeating sequences and the
serious peak broadening due to the presence of conform-
ational exchange and the large molecular size of longer
repeats. The dynamic nature of these repeats may also
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such as enzymatic and chemical probing. To circumvent
these problems, our group previously differentiated the
NMR signals from different conformers of CTG repeats
through alternating the experimental conditions in order
to disturb the conformational populations (19). We suc-
cessfully determined the solution structural features of
CTG repeating sequences and revealed that the repeat
length governs the CTG hairpin structures. Here,
through the use of single-site mutation samples, we have
successfully identiﬁed the presence of dynamically
exchanging hairpin and dumbbell structures in CCTG re-
peating sequences by
1H and
31P NMR spectroscopy. In
addition to conformational exchange, these structures also
contain a ﬂexible stem comprising a C-bulge and a T·T
mismatch. These exchange processes and ﬂexible struc-
tural elements provide an account for the origin of
genetic instability in CCTG repeats that leads to repeat
expansion during DNA replication.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA samples were synthesized using an Applied
Biosystems model 394 DNA synthesizer and puriﬁed
using denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
diethylaminoethyl Sephacel anion exchange column chro-
matography. The samples were then desalted using
Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal ﬁlter devices. NMR samples
were prepared by dissolving 0.5mmol of puriﬁed DNA
into 500ml of buffer solution containing 150mM sodium
chloride, 10mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and 0.1mM
2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonic acid (DSS).
NMR experiments were performed using Bruker
AV-500 and AV-700 spectrometers operating at
500.30MHz and 700.21MHz, respectively. Imino proton
spectra were acquired with samples in 10% D2O using the
water suppression by gradient-tailored excitation
(WATERGATE) pulse sequence (20,21). 2D
WATERGATE-nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
(NOESY) experiments were performed with a mixing
time of 300ms. For studying non-labile proton signals,
2D NOESY with a mixing time of 300ms, total correl-
ation spectroscopy (TOCSY) with a mixing time of
75ms and double quantum ﬁltered-correlation spectros-
copy (DQF-COSY) were performed with samples in
100% D2O. For studying conformational exchange, 2D
rotating-frame Overhauser effect spectroscopy (ROESY)
and
31P–
31P exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) (22) with a
mixing time of  100 200ms were performed. A
4k 180 dataset with at least 96 scans was collected for
each EXSY spectrum. The
31P spectral width was set to
9ppm with the carrier frequency positioned at  3.8ppm.
Proton decoupling was executed by WALTZ-16 (23) com-
posite pulse decoupling sequence during the EXSY acqui-
sition period. The data matrix was ﬁnally zero-ﬁlled to
give a 4k 1k dataset with exponential multiplication
window function applied to both dimensions. Backbone
31P signals were assigned using 2D TOCSY and
1H–
31P
heteronuclear single quantum coherence spectroscopy
(HSQC) experiments.
31P chemical shifts were indirectly
referenced to DSS using the derived nucleus-speciﬁc ratio
of 0.404808636 (24).
RESULTS
CCTG hairpin with a two-residue CT-loop
The formation of a hairpin structure containing a
two-residue CT-loop (Figure 1A) could be observed
when the CCTG repeat length became three as revealed
by the
31P and
1H NMR data. The presence of CT-loop is
supported by the unusually downﬁeld pC6 ( 3.42ppm)
and upﬁeld pT7 ( 5.07ppm)
31P chemical shifts
(Figure 1B), when compared to those of B-DNA ( 4.6
to  3.0ppm) (25) and random coil DNA ( 4.15 to
 3.87ppm) (26). The CT-loop adopts the type II con-
formation (Figure 1C) in which the unusual shifts of C6
and T7 arise from the different backbone orientation
with its preceding C5 in the stem and the local sharp
turn in the backbone of the two nucleotides in the loop,
respectively (27).
Owing to the type II loop conformation, the sequential
inter-nucleotide C6 H10–T7 H6 and T7 H10–G8 H8 NOEs
were not observed in the NOESY H10–H6/H8 ﬁngerprint
region (Figure 1D). In addition, the H5 (6.11ppm) and H6
(8.03ppm) chemical shifts of C6 were unusually downﬁeld
than those of B-DNA (5.25–5.95 and 7.15–7.60ppm, re-
spectively) (25) and random coil DNA (5.80–6.05 and
7.40–7.80ppm, respectively) (28) because the C6 base is
positioned in the minor groove and perpendicular to the
loop closing base pair. The T7 H10 chemical shift was
unusually upﬁeld (5.65ppm) due to its sugar stacks over
the base plane of the closing base pair. All these unusual
shifts agree well with the characteristic peaks of CT-loop
(27). The formation of a CT-loop in (CCTG)3 suggests C5
and G8 form a C·G closing base pair. From the
1H NMR
imino region, two weak signals were observed in the
Watson–Crick region ( 13–14ppm) at lower tempera-
tures (Figure 1E). The presence of an NOE between the
sharper imino at 13.20ppm and C5 amino
(Supplementary Figure S1A) indicates the formation of
aG 8 ·C5 Watson–Crick base pair, conﬁrming (CCTG)3
forms a hairpin structure with a CT-loop.
A ﬂexible stem in CCTG hairpin
Interestingly, this hairpin structure does not resemble any
of the proposed and predicted structures (13,29). It forms
a two-residue CT-loop and contains neither tandem C·T
nor G·T mismatches in the stem region. Instead, it has a
ﬂexible stem comprising a C-bulge and a T·T mismatch
(Figure 1A) as revealed by the NOE and imino data. The
complete sequential walk from C1 to C5 (Figure 1D)
shows that the nucleotides along the 50-end were
well-stacked before reaching the CT-loop. On the
contrary, the 30-end was more dynamic due to its realign-
ment with the 50-end to form a T·T mismatch and
a C-bulge shifting between C9 and C10 positions
(Figure 1A). The presence of C9-bulge conformer is sup-
ported by the NOEs between G8 and C10 including (i) G8
H8–C10 H5, (ii) G8 H20/H200–C10 H6 and (iii) G8 H10–
C10 H6 NOEs (Figure 1F). The C10-bulge conformer is
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despite the C9 H10–T11 H6 NOE is weak which suggests
it is less populated. The shifting C-bulge is further sup-
ported by the severe peak broadening of C9 and C10 in
their TOCSY (Figure 1G) and NOESY spectra
(Supplementary Figure S1B) at 15 C while the signals of
G8, T11 and G12 remain sharp. The dynamics of this
shifting C-bulge also accounts for the unusually weak
imino signals (Figure 1E), at which the small broad
signal at  13.26ppm was assigned to the averaged G4
imino of the two conformers.
The presence of T·T mismatch in the hairpin stem was
evidenced by the broad imino signal at  11.12ppm
(Figure 1E), which was assigned to the averaged signals
of T3 and T11 of a wobble T3·T11 mismatch with two
possible pairing modes (Supplementary Figure S1C) (30–
32). This averaged signal was broad owing to the shifting
C-bulge which continuously affect the electronic environ-
ment of the T·T mismatch. On the contrary, the forma-
tion of tandem C·T mismatches in the stem region is less
likely since their thymine imino signals would not be
observed (33,34).
To verify the formation of a C-bulge and a T·T
mismatch in the hairpin stem region, the hairpin structures
of (CCTG)3 were stabilized by the addition of a G at the
30-end (Supplementary Figure S2A). With such stabiliza-
tion, the imino signals of G4, G8 and G12 were observed
and successfully assigned (Supplementary Figure S2B),
Figure 1. (CCTG)3 adopts a hairpin structure. (A) The hairpin structure contains a two-residue CT-loop and a ﬂexible stem comprising a shifting
C-bulge and a T·T mismatch. (B) The downﬁeld pC6 and upﬁeld pT7
31P shifts at 25 C support the presence of CT-loop. (C) A schematic
representation of type II loop. The second cytosine (in red) is positioned in the minor groove and perpendicular to the loop closing base pair,
whereas the thymine stacks over the loop closing base pair. (D) NOESY H10–H6/H8 ﬁngerprint region of (CCTG)3 at 25 C. The unusually downﬁeld
C6 H5, H6 and H10, and upﬁeld T7 H10 indicate the formation of CT-loop. The open circles show the missing sequential internucleotide NOEs.
(E) Two weak guanine imino signals appeared at lower temperatures in G·C Watson Crick region at  13.2ppm. Owing to the end-fraying of the
terminal base pair, G12 imino signal was not observed. The imino signal at  10.95ppm was assigned to T7, of which it has a similar imino chemical
shift of the CT-loop. (F) The C9-bulge conformer is supported by (i) G8 H8–C10 H5, (ii) G8 H20/H200–C10 H6, and (iii) G8 H10–C10 H6 NOEs at
25 C. The C10-bulge conformer is less populated and supported by the sequential NOEs between G8 and C9. (G) TOCSY spectrum at 15 C shows
broadening of C9 and C10 signals due to the shifting C-bulge.
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Watson–Crick base pairs and thus the presence of C-bulge
and T·T mismatch in the hairpin stem region. As revealed
from G4·C10 imino-amino NOE (Supplementary
Figure S2B) and the less broadened C10 H5 H6
TOCSY signal (Supplementary Figure S2C), the stabilized
hairpin stem reduced the dynamics of the C-bulge, causing
the C9-bulge conformer became predominant and the T3
and T11 imino signals were resolved at  10.9 and
11.3ppm, respectively (Supplementary Figure S2D).
Based on the sequential NOE connectivities
(Supplementary Figure S2E), the distinctive NOEs from
the T11–G12–G13 fragment allow unambiguous assign-
ment of T11 H6 and other base proton signals. The
presence of neighboring C-bulge in the stem region
causes T11 H6 to be more downﬁeld than T3 H6, which
has also been observed in the sequential NOE assignment
of (CCTG)3 (Figure 1D).
CCTG dumbbell with two CT-loops
In addition to the formation of hairpin, CCTG repeats
can also adopt a dumbbell structure, as observed in
(CCTG)4 (Figure 2A). The identiﬁcation of the
dumbbell structure was less straightforward due to the
presence of conformational exchange. This was evidenced





31P EXSY (Figure 2C) spectra at
0 C. The NMR features of CT-loop (27) including (i)
the unusually downﬁeld signals of cytosine H5
( 6.13ppm) and H6 ( 8.11ppm) (Figure 2B), and (ii)
the characteristic
31P signals of pCT ( 3.14ppm) and
CpT ( 5.42ppm) (Figure 2C) were also observed.
Meanwhile, upon increasing the temperature to 25 C,
only one set of peaks was observed and the sequential
NOE assignment (Figure 2D) shows two CT-loops were
formed by C6 and T7 of the second repeat, and C14 and
T15 of the fourth repeat, respectively, resulting in a
dumbbell structure. The characteristic
31P CT-loop




of CT-loops were quite distinctly retained at 25 C, sug-
gesting a prominent population of the dumbbell structure
in the exchange equilibrium.
In order to unravel the solution structural features
of the exchanging conformers and verify the dumbbell
structure being predominant, four single-site mutational
(CCTG)4 samples were prepared, in which the second
cytosine of each repeat was substituted by a thymine.
Since both CT- and TT-loops adopt the same type II
loop (27,35,36), such substitutions would not affect
much of the overall structure. More importantly, they
help identify which CCTG repeat would preferen-
tially form a CT-loop as TT-loops can be easily
distinguished by their (i) characteristic downﬁeld
methyl
1H signals of the ﬁrst thymine residue
(27,35), and (ii)
31P chemical shifts of the second
thymine residue which is more upﬁeld than those of
CT-loops (35).
First repeat not involved in forming loop
In (CCTG)4-C2T, the second cytosine of the ﬁrst repeat
was substituted with a thymine. The absence of an un-
usually downﬁeld thymine methyl
1H signal at
 2.05ppm (Supplementary Figure S3A) and an enor-
mously upﬁeld
31P signal at approximately  6.0ppm
(Supplementary Figure S3B) indicates no TT-loop was
formed, suggesting the ﬁrst repeat of (CCTG)4 is less
prone to form CT-loop. The spectral features in the
ROESY (Supplementary Figure S3C) and EXSY
(Supplementary Figure S3D) spectra were similar to
those of (CCTG)4, suggesting a dumbbell conformer is
in exchange with another conformer. Since the ﬁrst
repeat was less prone to form CT-loop, it is likely that
this conformer is a hairpin with a CT-loop formed by
the third repeat (Figure 3A).
Second repeat involved in forming loop
When the second cytosine of the second repeat of
(CCTG)4 was substituted with a thymine, a single set of
peaks was observed (Supplementary Figure S4). As
revealed in the EXSY spectrum (Supplementary
Figure S4A), no conformational exchange was present.
The characteristic downﬁeld T6 H6 (Supplementary
Figure S4B) and T6 methyl (Supplementary Figure S4C)
1H peaks, and the enormously upﬁeld pT7
31P signal
(Supplementary Figure S4D) indicate the formation of a
TT-loop by T6 and T7. In addition, the downﬁeld C14 H5
and H6 chemical shifts (Supplementary Figure S4B) and
characteristic
31P signals (Supplementary Figure S4D)
reveal the formation of a CT-loop by C14 and T15 in
the fourth repeat, resulting in a dumbbell structure with
a TT- and a CT-loop (Figure 3B). These loops were
further supported by the formation of G8·C5 and
G16·C13 Watson Crick base pairs as revealed by their
imino-amino and imino-imino NOEs (Supplementary
Figure S4E and F).
In this dumbbell structure, an unusual NOE was inter-
estingly observed between G16 and C2 (Supplementary
Figure 4B), which suggest G16 and C2 stacked well upon
each other via intra-molecular 30 50 terminal stacking
interaction (37,38), while C1 extruded from the stem and
formed a one-residue 50-overhang (Figure 3B). Similar to
the stem region of (CCTG)3 hairpin, the peak broadening
in C9 and C10 TOCSY H5 H6 cross peaks
(Supplementary Figure S4G) and the mismatch T·T
imino signals (Supplementary Figure S4H) support the
presence of a shifting C-bulge and T·T mismatch in the
stem region, respectively. The T imino signals at  11ppm
were contributed by the T3·T11 mispair which overlapped
with those of T7 and T15 in the two-residue loops.
A small population of hairpin with the third repeat
involved in loop
Upon substituting the second cytosine in the third
repeat of (CCTG)4, conformational exchange between a
major dumbbell structure and a minor hairpin struc-
ture with the third repeat forming a TT-loop was
Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 14 6263Figure 2. CCTG repeats can also adopt a dumbbell structure. (A) The dumbbell structure contains two CT-loops. It undergoes conformational
exchange with the hairpin conformer in (CCTG)4.( B)A t0  C, ROESY exchange cross peaks (in black) were observed. (C)2 D
31P-
31P EXSY
spectrum also shows exchange cross peaks at 0 C. (D) 2D NOESY ﬁngerprint region of (CCTG)4 shows the two CT-loops were formed by C6 and
T7, and C14 and T15, respectively. Only one single set of peaks was observed at 25 C. (E) Two upﬁeld and two downﬁeld
31P signals were observed.
Figure 3. Dumbbell conformer also occurs in single-site mutation samples. (A) (CCTG)4-C2T. (B) (CCTG)4-C6T. (C) (CCTG)4-C10T. (D) (CCTG)4-
C14T. A single dumbbell structure comprising a CT- and TT-loop was observed in (CCTG)4-C6T and (CCTG)4-C14T. The stem region contains a
one-residue 50-overhang, a T·T mismatch and a shifting C-bulge.
6264 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol.39, No. 14present (Figure 3C). A small but distinctively upﬁeld
31P
signal appeared at approximately  6.0ppm
(Supplementary Figure S5A), indicating the formation of
a minor conformer with a TT-loop. The characteristic
downﬁeld T10 methyl
1H signal was also observed at
 2.08ppm (Supplementary Figure S5B), which was par-
tially overlapped with other signals. While the minor con-
former contains the TT-loop, the major conformer was a
dumbbell containing two CT-loops as revealed by two
intense downﬁeld cytosine H5 H6 TOCSY signals
(Supplementary Figure S5C). Conformational exchange
was present between the two conformers, as shown in
2D EXSY (Supplementary Figure S5D) and 2D ROESY
(Supplementary Figure S5E and F) spectra.
Fourth repeat also involved in forming loop
A stable dumbbell structure was also observed at 25 C
upon substituting the second cytosine in the fourth
repeat of (CCTG)4 with a thymine (Figure 3D). The
dumbbell structure contains a CT-loop and a TT-loop,
as evidenced by its characteristic
1H (Supplementary
Figure S6A) and
31P (Supplementary Figure S6B)
signals. Similar to (CCTG)4-C6T, the EXSY spectrum
shows no conformational exchange in (CCTG)4-C14T
(Supplementary Figure S6C). A one-residue 50-overhang
and intra-molecular 30 50 terminal stacking interaction
was also present between G16 and C2 as supported by
the G16 C2 NOE (Supplementary Figure S6D). In
addition, a shifting C-bulge and a T·T mismatch were
also observed in the stem region of the dumbbell structure
as evidenced by the peak broadening of C9 and C10
H5 H6 TOCSY cross peaks (Supplementary Figure
S6E) and the mismatch imino signals (Supplementary
Figure S6F), respectively.
The results from the single-site mutational studies show
that the ﬁrst repeat of (CCTG)4 has low propensity to
form CT-loop, inferring the two exchanging conformers
in (CCTG)4 include a peculiar dumbbell structure contain-
ing two CT-loops in the second and fourth repeats, and a
hairpin structure containing a CT-loop in the third repeat.
Both of the conformers contain a ﬂexible stem region
comprising a shifting C-bulge and a T·T mismatch. The
dynamics from the stem regions probably contributes to
the conformational exchange process between these
conformers.
Solution structures of longer CCTG repeats
In order to investigate if the dumbbell and hairpin struc-
tures were also present in longer CCTG repeats,
1H and
31P NMR studies were extended to CCTG samples con-
taining ﬁve to ten repeats. Although peak broadening and
overlap were severe, the NMR features of CT-loop were
still observed from the characteristic
1H (Figure 4A) and
31P signals (Figure 4B), suggesting the formation of
dumbbell and hairpin conformers is possible. For longer
repeats, it is likely that several forms of the hairpin and
dumbbell conformers are present. The increase in con-
formational space also allows a more feasible exchange
among different conformers. As evidenced by the
31P 
31P EXSY spectra, the distinctive
31P signals show
exchange cross peaks with the main band
31P signals
(Figure 4B), indicating conformational exchange is also
present in these longer repeats.
Figure 4. CT-loops and conformational exchange are also present in
longer CCTG repeats. (A) TOCSY cytosine H5–H6 cross peaks of
(CCTG)5–10 at 0 C. The unusually downﬁeld H5 and H6 cross peaks
indicate the presence of CT-loop. (B) Conformational exchange was
evidenced by the
31P 
31P EXSY cross peaks at 5 C.
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Signiﬁcance of the dumbbell conformer
As revealed in the structural features of (CCTG)4, both
the dumbbell and hairpin conformers contain the
CT-loop. The formation of dumbbell conformer can be
considered by folding the last repeat of a CCTG hairpin
structure with a 30-overhanging stem (Figure 5A). This
30-terminal folding process may serve as a pathway to
further stabilize the hairpin structure through the
intra-molecular 30 50 terminal stacking interaction. To
identity if folding of the last repeat would also occur in
longer repeats, the second cytosine in the last repeat of
(CCTG)5 and (CCTG)6 was substituted with a thymine
to form the single-site mutation samples, (CCTG)5-C18T
and (CCTG)6-C22T, respectively. The co-existence of
both TT- and CT-loops was observed in both cases as
evidenced by their characteristic
1H and
31P signals
(Supplementary Figures S7 and S8).
31P 
31P EXSY
spectra also show these distinctive
31P signals are in
exchange with the main band
31P signals (Supplementary
Figures S7D and S8D), suggesting conformational
exchange is also present in longer repeats.
Implication from the 50-overhang of (CCTG)4
Owing to the increase in complexity of the exchange
process, detailed identiﬁcation of the exchanging conform-
ers is not feasible. Nevertheless, the presence of TT-loop in
(CCTG)5-C18T and (CCTG)6-C22T suggests the forma-
tion of dumbbell conformer is possible. The one-residue
50-overhang observed in the dumbbell structure of
(CCTG)4 infers that formation of 50-overhang in longer
repeats may be essential in maintaining dumbbell struc-
tures. In longer repeats, it is possible that the dumbbell
structure can be formed by the last four repeats, with a
long 50-overhang (Figure 5B). If realignment of the repeat
strand occurs, this can lead to the formation of a dumbbell
structure with a shorter 50-overhang but a longer stem
region containing more than one T·T mismatch.
Thereby, it is expected that the genetic instability will
increase with repeat length. Based on these results, we
propose that when fragments of CCTG repeats are
synthesized opposite to the lagging strand template
during DNA replication, expansion of CCTG repeats
will be resulted if slippage of these fragments leads to
the formation of CCTG hairpins. As these hairpins
contain shifting C-bulge and T·T mismatches in the
stem region, the internal dynamics will contribute to in-
stability and realignment of these repeats. The likelihood
of CCTG repeat expansion increases as these metastable
hairpins will further be stabilized by folding of the last
CCTG repeat to form dumbbell structure, thereby
increasing the formation propensity of unusual structures
(Figure 5C).
Genetic instability in CCTG repeats
The structural outcomes from (CCTG)3 and (CCTG)4
reveal that CCTG repeats form exchanging dumbbell
and hairpin structures. Nevertheless, the shifting C-bugle
and T·T mismatch in the stem regions of these structures
provide the internal dynamics that contributes to the
inherent ﬂexibility in these structure. For longer repeats,
we have shown that they also adopt structures containing
CT-loops and undergo conformational exchange.
Thereby, it is likely that the genetic instability of CCTG
repeats originates from the conformational exchange
process and internal dynamics that comes from the
shifting C-bugle and T·T mismatch in the stem region.
As conformational space increases with repeat length, it
is possible that multiple forms of hairpin and dumbbell
structures can be adopted by long CCTG repeats. Earlier
enzymatic and chemical probing studies on CCTG repeats
showed equal intensities of cleavage along the repeats and
thus suggested CCTG repeats do not adopt any stable
secondary structures (13). These cleavage patterns were
probably due to exchange among different conformers,
which originated from the ﬂexible stem within each con-
former. The results of our present work reveal CCTG
repeats can adopt the dumbbell and hairpin conformers.
More importantly, the CT-loop and the shifting C-bugle
and T·T mismatch in the stem region of these conformers
may serve as important therapeutic targets to hamper the
repeat expansion process and thus the onset of DM2.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
Figure 5. Signiﬁcance of CCTG dumbbell structure. (A) Folding of the
last repeat of a CCTG hairpin structure with a 30-overhanging stem
results in a dumbbell structure. (B) Possible dumbbell structures in
longer repeats. The dumbbell structure can be formed by the last
four repeats with a long 50-overhang. Alternatively, realignment of
the repeat strand can occur, leading to the formation of a dumbbell
structure with shorter 50-overhang but a longer stem. (C) Formation of
the dumbbell structure in CCTG repeats stabilizes the slipped hairpin
structure and thereby increasing the formation propensity of unusual
structure during DNA replication.
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